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Re: Salem SCWE Follow up

Scott,
Please understand that Rick is out today, and will be out most of next week at the Enforcement
counterpart meeting. He will be able to help, but in more of a support function than an driving function. I
was thinking similarly that he could help with the review of the Winston and Stawn information and the
ECP survey results that Eileen acu:ired recently.. I also believe that he can help in setting up some sort of
1,1111110 7.i.e., a table that
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would show information about and aTdurrent assessment of each item, and that 6od be updated as
additional review/insight is obtained. Perhap's We can sit down with him early next week, before he leaves
for the Enforcement meeting, to talk about his support.
I will have Sharon ckeck people's schedules on Monday and determine which day (Thursday or Friday) will
be most appropriate for the next "status" ARB.

>>> Scott Barber 10/30/03 07:23PM >>>
According to Brian Holian, Dan Holody has offered R'ick Urban as a staff resource to help address the
Salem SCWE allegation. Eileen Neff has a significant amount of PSEG material to review and I would
propose that Rick reView that material and then document a concise summary of any issues he identifies
relative to this allegation or any new technical issues that may not have been addressed by PSEG.
I also received DRS approval to have Don Jackson review the TARP Reports, NRB minutes, and other
miscellaneous that was provided by the alleger. He has the files the necessary files to rev iew.
Dave - I would like to schedule the first general status ARB for next Thursday or Friday. Please pick a day
and time that best suits everyone's schedule. This is consistent with a request made by Randy on this
topic.
All - I would ask all involved personnel to come prepared to address our progress in addressing item
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ltial.ARBs. I plan to come prepared to address our current progress in reviewing the
--,and to provide a general summary of the interviews with Eileen and Jeffs

assistance..
CC:
A. Randolph Blough; Brian Holian; Daniel Holody; Donald Jackson; Eileen Neff;
Ernest Wilson; Hubert J. Miller; James Wiggins; Jeffrey Teator; Leanne Harrison; Richard Urban;
Sharon Johnson; Wayne Lanning
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